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Abstract—Hybrid integrated diode lasers based on combining
semiconductor optical amplifiers with low-loss Si3N4-based feed-
back circuits enable great laser performance for advanced pho-
tonic circuits. In particular, using high-Q Si3N4 ring resonators
for frequency-selective feedback provides wide spectral cover-
age, mode-hop free tuning, and high frequency stability on short
timescales, showing as ultra-narrow intrinsic linewidths. However,
many applications also require long-term stability, which can be
provided by locking the laser frequency to a suitable reference.
We present the stabilization of a hybrid-integrated laser, which
is widely tunable around the central wavelength of 1550 nm, to a
fiber-based optical frequency discriminator (OFD) and to an acety-
lene absorption line. By locking the laser to the OFD, the laser’s
fractional frequency stability is improved down to1.5 · 10−12 over
an averaging time of 0.5 ms. For absolute stability over longer
times of several days, we successfully lock the laser frequency to
an acetylene absorption line. This limits the frequency deviations
of the laser to a range of less than 12 MHz over 5 days.

Index Terms—Diode laser, hybrid integration, integrated
photonics, laser frequency stabilization, silicon photonics, tunable
laser.

I. INTRODUCTION

CHIP-INTEGRATED and frequency-stable diode lasers
tunable to various wavelengths in the infrared or visible

range are central for a wide range of applications, such as scal-
able quantum technology [1], [2], [3], integrated optical atomic
clocks [4], signal processing [5], [6] and data transmission [7],
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[8], [9]. A high short-term stability, also expressed as a low
intrinsic linewidth, can routinely be achieved with diode lasers
in a chip-integrated format, by extending the cavity length with
a low-loss waveguide feedback circuit [10], [11], [12], [13]. An
alternative is using laser-external high-Q resonators for line-
narrowing at the predefined frequencies of standard Fabry-Perot,
DFB and DBR diode lasers through self-injection locking [14],
[15], [16], [17]. To also achieve high long-term frequency sta-
bility, active stabilization to highly stable frequency references
is required.

When considering bulk lasers, gas lasers such as helium-
neon lasers are traditionally well-suited for long-term stabil-
ity, allowing frequency stabilization with drifts of only around
2·10−8 over several months [18], [19]. More recently, enor-
mous progress has been achieved with frequency stabilization
of diode lasers, enabling similar performance [20], [21], [22].
Furthermore, the lowest fractional frequency instabilities have
been achieved using state-of-the-art bulk extended cavity diode
lasers (ECDLs) [23] and fiber lasers [24]. Notably, a stability
of 4 · 10−17 up to 10 s was reached by stabilizing a fiber
laser to an ultra-stable Fabry-Perot cavity [24]. On the other
hand, a waveguide-based diode laser has recently exceeded the
short-term frequency stability of high-performance fiber lasers,
due to feedback from an ultra-high-Q integrated resonator [15].
Such chip-sized lasers enable seamless integration into mass-
produced photonic circuits. Long-term active stabilization of
these integrated diode lasers would be key for repeatability and
reliability for a wide range of photonic applications.

To enable long-term stability over multiple hours or even
longer, integrated diode lasers require additional properties.
First, the laser should not make any mode hops in the required
time frame, as they are challenging to correct for by electronic
stabilization. While operation with individual chips aligned on
stages is sufficient for investigating the short-term stability [14],
[15], temperature drifts or acoustic perturbations are prone to
cause mode-hops in such a configuration. To avoid this, the pas-
sive stability of the entire waveguide circuit needs to be improved
through integration of the feedback chip with the diode laser.
Second, to provide electronic feedback for stabilization, the
laser must have a wavelength tuning mechanism with sufficient
bandwidth and range. For also accessing any target wavelength
within the laser’s gain bandwidth, specifically single lines of
absolute reference absorbers [22], [25], [26], a suitable diode
laser concept has to be chosen. Diode lasers that use feedback
from Bragg waveguides for spectral selection [27], [28], [29]
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offer only very limited tunability. Lasers where frequency noise
reduction is based on self-injection locking from microring
resonators [14], [15], [16], [17] offer wider tuning, however,
this linewidth narrowing method requires careful adjustment
of the feedback phase for constructive interference inside the
laser cavity [17]. On the other hand, diode lasers employing
Vernier-filter based extended cavities provide wide tuning over
the entire gain bandwidth [30] and enable wide mode-hop free
tuning over absorption lines [31].

Active stabilization of such a widely-tunable laser based on
semiconductor integrated photonics has recently been demon-
strated with a best frequency stability of 2.5 · 10−13 at 1 s
integration time [32]. An even better frequency instability of
10−14 below 1 s was achieved with a heterogeneously inte-
grated DBR-laser, self-injection locked to a spiral resonator, and
actively stabilized to a lithographically fabricated Fabry-Perot
cavity [29]. However, such stabilization schemes have only
been demonstrated over intermediate time scales up to several
minutes.

Here we demonstrate the absolute frequency stabilization
of a hybrid-integrated, widely tunable diode laser over several
days. The laser is formed by hybrid integration of an InP diode
amplifier and a Si3N4 feedback circuit. For the free-running
laser, we observe mode-hop free operation over several days,
achieved by electronic, thermal and optical packaging of the
laser in a standard diode laser housing. To access reference lines
for long-term absolute stabilization, the laser is widely tunable
using two microring resonators in Vernier configuration. Active
stabilization of the laser frequency to the acetylene P11 absorp-
tion line at 1531 nm provides a best stability of 2.0 · 10−10. This
scheme enables the desired long-term stability, demonstrated
by continuous frequency stabilization for over 5 days with a
residual drift below 12 MHz. For completeness, we also present
short-term stabilization of our laser. This is realized by locking
to a fiber-based optical frequency discriminator (OFD), which
provides a best relative frequency stability of 1.5 · 10−12 over
an averaging time of 0.5 ms.

II. HYBRID-INTEGRATED DIODE LASER

A. Laser Design

For the experiments, we use a narrow-linewidth hybrid-
integrated tunable laser (Chilas CT3, similar to [31]) as schemat-
ically shown in Fig. 1(a). The laser comprises a semiconduc-
tor chip, which is hybrid-integrated with a waveguide-based
feedback circuit [33]. The semiconductor chip contains an InP-
based multi-quantum well optical amplifier, fabricated by the
Fraunhofer Heinrich Hertz Institute. The feedback circuit is
based on low-loss Si3N4 waveguides with a TriPleX asymmetric
double-stripe cross section [34]. One mirror of the laser cavity is
formed by a high-reflectivity (90%) coating on the back facet of
the optical amplifier. The other mirror is a frequency-selective
loop mirror, formed by two sequential microring resonators
(MRRs) on the feedback circuit. The circumferences of these
resonators are 787 μm and 806 μm for MRR1 and MRR2,
respectively. According to the Vernier principle, this enables
wavelength selection for single-frequency laser operation over
70.4 nm around the central wavelength of 1.55 μm.

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic view of the hybrid-integrated laser. The InP-based
amplifier is coated with a high-reflection (HR) and an anti-reflection coating
(AR). The Si3N4-based feedback chip contains two microring ring resonators
(MRR). Heaters for thermal tuning are indicated in yellow. (b) Photograph of
the hybrid laser assembly comprising the the amplifier, feedback chip and output
fiber fixed together in a 14-pin butterfly package.

In addition, these rings provide a low intrinsic linewidth
by extending the effective cavity length with multiple passes
through the MRRs. The power coupling coefficient to the rings
is designed as κ2 = 0.05, which increases the optical effective
length on resonance [35] to 23 and 24 mm for MRR1 and MRR2,
respectively. In total, the effective cavity roundtrip length is
increased to approximately 7 cm when the cavity resonance
and ring resonances are aligned. To couple light out of the
cavity to the output port, an 80% directional coupler is part
of the feedback circuit. The output port is connected to a
polarization-maintaining single-mode fiber, that is terminated
with an FC/APC connector. Since extensive lengths of fibers
may generate additional spectral broadening [36], the output
and connected fibers are short, up to a few meters, such that
fiber broadening can be safely neglected.

For thermal tuning, resistive heaters are located on top of
the rings and a phase section. The phase section enables tuning
a cavity resonance to align with a common resonance of the
MRRs. All heaters can provide at least2π phase shift by applying
an electrical power of up to 1.0 W per heater.

For long-term optical path length stability, the laser is hybrid
integrated. This is done by permanently edge-coupling the diode,
feedback chip and output fiber by bonding the facets with
transparent adhesive. The diode and feedback chip are placed
on a thermoelectric cooler (TEC) element in a 14-pin butterfly
package, shown in Fig. 1(b). The heaters and amplifier are wire
bonded to separate pins. For computer controlled heater tuning
and low-noise laser operation, we use the internal heater driver
of a Chilas tunable laser controller and external TEC and laser
diode drivers.

B. Laser Characterization

We characterized the laser in terms of output power and
wavelength tuning. For this purpose, we connected the laser via
an optical isolator (Thorlabs IO-G-1550-APC) and a 90:10 fiber
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Fig. 2. (a) Fiber-coupled output power (red dots) and amplifier voltage (blue
crosses) versus amplifier current. The threshold current is 7.5 mA and the
maximum measured fiber-coupled output power is 36.4 mW. (b) Superimposed
laser spectra, as measured with an OSA set to 0.1 nm resolution bandwidth.
The spectra are obtained by varying the heater power on MRR1 in steps of
approximately 23 mW and then fine-tuning MRR1 and the phase section heater
for maximum output power. The laser’s wavelength coverage reaches from
1510.5 to 1583.8 nm. The side mode suppression ratio (SMSR) extracted from
these spectra varies between 55 and 66 dB.

coupler to a photodiode power sensor (Thorlabs S144C) and an
optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, ANDO AQ6317).

The fiber-coupled output power as function of the pump
current and the corresponding amplifier voltages are plotted in
Fig. 2(a). The plotted output power is corrected for the measured
transmission loss through the isolator and fiber coupler. For
exploring the maximum output power that can be generated
with the laser, we provided a pump current of up to 500 mA
using an external current source (ILX Lightwave LDX-3620).
For all other measurements we do not exceed the maximum
specified current for the laser of 300 mA. To obtain maximum
output power and single-frequency operation, the phase section
and rings were fine-tuned for each measurement. The Vernier
filter and the TEC element were set to 1569.9 nm and 20 °C,
respectively. Fig. 2(a) indicates a threshold current of 7.5 mA
and a maximum measured fiber-coupled output power of 36.4
mW. Above threshold, the output power increases approximately
linearly until power roll-off can be observed, which we address
to local self-heating of the lasing region. The small oscillation
in output power at high pump currents can be attributed to
non-optimal settings of the heaters due to thermal and electrical
crosstalk and the finite voltage step size of the heater driver.

To characterize the wavelength tuning of the laser, we varied
the heater power on ring resonator MRR1 and measured the
laser spectra with the OSA set to 0.1 nm resolution bandwidth.
The diode pump current was set to the specified maximum of
300 mA for all measurements. The measured power level of the
OSA was calibrated using a separate power meter. Fig. 2(b)
shows the superimposed spectra, when the heater power on
MRR1 is changed in steps of approximately 23 mW and then
fine-tuned together with the phase section for maximum output
power. As a result, the laser wavelength changes in steps of
about 1.7 nm, which corresponds to the free spectral range
of the other ring resonator (MRR2). The wavelength coverage
as shown in Fig. 2(b) spans from 1510.5 up to 1583.8 nm.
This range of 73.3 nm agrees well with the calculated Vernier
tuning range. The measured spectra display a high side mode
suppression ratio (SMSR) between 61 and 66 dB throughout the
tuning range of the laser, except for one outlier at the lower
edge of the tuning range with a SMSR of 55 dB. We have
also verified single-mode operation using a high-resolution OSA
(Finisar 1500S, spectral resolution 180 MHz). The high SMSR
confirms excellent single-mode operation over the full tuning
range.

III. FREQUENCY STABILIZATION

For active frequency stabilization, laser frequency deviations
from a set target have to be detected using a frequency discrimi-
nator. Next, a feedback loop is required to set the laser frequency
back to its target value. To adjust the laser frequency, this laser
offers multiple tuning mechanisms, which differ in tuning sensi-
tivity and bandwidth. In an earlier measurement using a similar
laser, we found that the bandwidth for thermal tuning by the
phase section is limited to approximately 50 kHz, while tuning
the diode laser frequency by the amplifier current provides a
higher bandwidth of at least 0.33 MHz, which was limited by
the equipment used for that measurement [37]. To reduce noise
up to MHz Fourier frequencies, we apply a feedback signal to
the amplifier current.

We investigate two different fiber-coupled frequency discrim-
inators that can be conveniently coupled to the laser’s fiber
output. For stabilization on sub-second timescales, we use a
commercial ultra-stable fiber-based frequency discriminator,
which provides many closely spaced reference lines with a
steep discriminator slope. The availability of many reference
lines, that are much closer spaced than the laser’s cavity modes,
enables locking for any Vernier heater setting. An additional
advantage of a fiber-based interferometer is that large path im-
balances can be achieved to increase the frequency discriminator
slope [38]. Maximizing this slope is important, since the highest
achievable frequency stability is determined by the discriminator
slope and its noise contribution, in the limit of large servo
gain [39]. However, providing absolute stability is not possible,
because long-term drift of the reference lines cannot be avoided
completely, even with excellent thermal shielding.

To investigate long-term absolute frequency stabilization over
multiple days, we use an acetylene absorption line as the second
frequency reference. In this case, locking requires tuning the
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Fig. 3. Frequency stabilization setup using a fiber-based optical frequency
discriminator (OFD) and a setup for frequency noise characterization. The laser’s
output light first passes a fiber-optic isolator (→) and a 90/10 fiber coupler,
which directs 90% of the input light to the characterization setup and 10% to
the stabilization setup. Here the OFD, which serves as a frequency reference for
stabilization, generates an error signal, which is fed into a servo controller for
feedback to the laser. This feedback signal is added to the laser drive current.
For frequency noise characterization, a delayed self-heterodyne setup is used,
which consists of an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) and a 150-m long fiber
delay. The photodiode beat signal from this setup is recorded on an oscilloscope
and processed to retrieve the frequency stability.

laser wavelength to a single, selected absorption line. The suc-
cess of long-term stabilization critically depends on the absence
of mode hops. Therefore, we also characterize the frequency
stability of the free-running laser, and demonstrate mode-hop
free operation over multiple days.

A. Sub-Second Frequency Stabilization by Locking to a
Fiber-Based OFD

The setup to stabilize the laser frequency on sub-second
time scale, using a fiber-based optical frequency discriminator
(Silentsys OFD), is shown in Fig. 3. To show typical stabiliza-
tion behavior, the laser current and TEC were set to 100 mA
and 25 °C, respectively for these measurements. For optimum
free-running operation, all heaters were turned off to remove any
noise that might be added by the heater driver. The fiber-coupled
laser output first passes an optical isolator and then a 90/10
fiber-optic coupler. 90% of the light is directed to a delayed
self-heterodyne setup for analysis and 10% is directed to the
OFD for stabilization. The OFD is an ultra-low noise optical
frequency discriminator based on a fiber-interferometric process
with a free spectral range of 2 MHz. To improve its thermal
stability, the OFD is placed in a thermally insulated enclosure
with active temperature control. The error signal from the OFD
is fed to a servo controller equipped with double integrators
(Liquid Instruments Moku:Lab, PID), which generates a feed-
back signal. This feedback signal is added to the laser’s amplifier
current through the modulation input of the diode current driver
(Koheron DRV200).

We characterize the frequency stability of the laser with out-
of-loop delayed self-heterodyne measurements, using a similar
setup as described in [40]. The setup comprises a fiber delay of
150 m and an acousto-optic modulator (AOM, Opto-Electronic
MT80-IIR30-Fio-PM0.5-J1-A-Ic2) driven at 80 MHz. The re-
sulting beat signal is recorded for 100 ms using a balanced
photodetector (Thorlabs PDB450C set to 150 MHz bandwidth)
connected to an oscilloscope (PicoScope 5444D) and processed

Fig. 4. (a) Single-sided frequency-noise power spectral density (PSD) re-
trieved for the free running laser (blue trace) in comparison with the frequency
stabilized laser (red trace) and the setup noise floor (gray trace). Frequency
stabilization strongly reduces noise for Fourier frequencies up to105 Hz. Toward
higher Fourier frequencies, the measured noise reaches approaches a white
noise level of approximately 0.7 kHz 2/Hz, which corresponds to an intrinsic
linewidth of 2 kHz. (b) Allan deviation for the free running laser (blue trace) in
comparison with the frequency stabilized laser (red trace) and the noise floor of
the system (gray trace). The Allan deviation of the free-running laser indicates
a best stability of 6.2 · 10−11 for an averaging time of 50 µs. Locking the
laser frequency to the OFD improves the stability for averaging times > 7 µs,
reaching a minimum of 1.5 · 10−12 over 0.5 ms.

to retrieve the frequency-noise power spectral density (PSD) of
the laser. The recording time window distorts the PSD calcula-
tion at low noise frequencies, thus the data points below 40 Hz
are discarded. To retrieve the PSD at high noise frequencies more
accurately [41], the PSD for multiple time segments is averaged,
after dividing the original time trace in 2n non-overlapping
segments, where n = 0 for the lowest Fourier frequencies up
to n = 10 at the highest frequencies. Measurements of the PSD
were carried out for the free running laser and for the locked
laser. When the laser was locked to the OFD, we optimized the
settings of the servo controller to reduce the PSD in the frequency
range below 100 kHz.

Fig. 4(a) shows the recorded frequency noise PSD of the
free-running laser and the stabilized laser, as well as the noise
floor of the measurement setup. For the free-running laser, the
PSD decreases with Fourier frequency, which is typical for
thermo-refractive noise and noise stemming from thermal drifts,
acoustic vibrations and flicker noise from electronics. At high
Fourier frequencies, beyond 2 MHz, the noise appears to reach
a white noise level of 0.7 kHz2/Hz. Multiplying this level with π
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yields an upper limit of 2 kHz for the intrinsic linewidth. Noise
occurring at a frequency of 1.3 MHz and its multiples cannot be
resolved due to fringes, which is inherent to self-heterodyning
with a 150 m fiber delay length.

Next, we measured the frequency noise when the laser fre-
quency was stabilized to the OFD, also shown in Fig. 4(a).
Stabilizing the laser frequency to the OFD strongly reduces
the noise, especially for Fourier frequencies between 0.5 and
18 kHz, where an average noise level of 12 Hz2/Hz is reached.
At Fourier frequencies around 250 KHz, a servo bump is clearly
visible. Due to the finite bandwidth of the control loop, for these
Fourier frequencies, the feedback signal lags behind and is out
of phase with the frequency deviations, so the deviations are
amplified rather than suppressed.

To investigate whether the measured frequency noise is lim-
ited by the characterization setup, we estimated the noise floor of
the setup by removing the delay line to balance the path lengths
in both arms of the delayed self-heterodyne setup. Note, by
removing the delay line, we may also have removed acoustic
or thermal fluctuations in this long fiber from the noise floor
measurement. A small contribution of the laser noise is still
present in the measured noise floor, which can be seen in Fig. 4(a)
by the servo bump at 250 kHz, indicating that the path lengths
were not exactly balanced. From this estimation of the noise
floor, we find that the noise floor is sufficiently low for noise
measurements at Fourier frequencies between 60 Hz and 1 kHz,
and above 10 kHz. Between Fourier frequencies of 1 and 10
kHz, the measured noise PSD of 13 Hz2/Hz is close to the noise
floor of the measurement setup. To investigate whether the noise
PSD was here limited by the oscilloscope, we used a different
oscilloscope (Rohde & Schwarz RTE1024) and indeed found a
slightly lower noise PSD of 5 Hz2/Hz, while the noise floor in
this frequency range was reduced to about 0.2 Hz2/Hz.

To display the frequency stability for different averaging
times, Fig. 4(b) shows the Allan deviation for the free-running
and the stabilized laser. Both traces are calculated from the
recorded PSD, using Eq. 5.12 from [42]. The fringes at 1.3 MHz
and its multiples were excluded as they are an artifact of the
measurement method. For the free-running laser, the Allan
deviation reaches a minimum of 6.2 · 10−11 for an averaging
time of 50 μs. Stabilization to the OFD improves the laser’s
frequency stability by up to two orders of magnitude, reaching
a best value of 1.5 · 10−12 for an averaging time of 500 μs.

B. Long-Term Absolute Frequency Stabilization by Locking to
Acetylene

For all applications using lasers for measurements, stability
over the entire duration of the measurement is required. Since
many applications require long-term absolute stability, we also
investigate the frequency stability over longer times, up to sev-
eral days. For this purpose, we require an absolute frequency
reference within the laser’s spectral coverage. A suitable refer-
ence is an acetylene gas cell, as the influence of changes in
environmental conditions, such as temperature, pressure and
electromagnetic fields, on the absorption lines is negligible [43]
compared to the measurement accuracy here.

Fig. 5. Frequency stabilization setup using a fiber-coupled acetylene (C2H2)
gas cell. Behind the isolator (→), the laser light passes through a 90/10 fiber
coupler, which directs 90% of the input light to the stabilization setup. This setup
for top-of-fringe locking comprises an electro-optic modulator (EOM), a fiber-
coupled acetylene (12C2H2) gas cell, a fast photodiode and an electronic servo
controller. The controller generates a 12.5 MHz signal for modulating the light
and for demodulating the photodiode signal. Feedback from the servo controller
is added to the laser’s amplifier current. To characterize the frequency stability
of the laser, 10% of the output light is directed to a wavelength meter, which
is hourly calibrated using a reference diode laser stabilized to a Doppler-free
rubidium line.

A central prerequisite for successful long-term stabilization
is that the laser emission does not hop to other cavity modes, as
mode hops are hard to correct for in any stabilization scheme.
Even a mode hop to a neighboring mode would shift the laser
frequency outside the capture range of the frequency reference,
since the calculated 4.6 GHz minimum mode distance for this
laser is larger than the sub-GHz linewidth of an acetylene ref-
erence line. To avoid mode hops, a high passive stability of the
laser cavity length is required. Hybrid integration of the diode
amplifier with the feedback chip aims on providing this stability
with permanent and robust fixation of the aligned waveguide
circuits. To detect any mode hops and, to more detail, record the
laser’s emission frequency over several days, we use a broadband
and ultra-precise wavelength meter.

Fig. 5 shows the setup used for long-term stabilization. The
laser current and TEC were again set to 100 mA and 25 °C,
respectively. The fiber-coupled laser output first passes an optical
isolator and then a 90/10 fiber-optic coupler. To maximize the
photodetector signal, the largest fraction of the laser output
is used for frequency stabilization. The stabilization scheme
is based on top-of-fringe locking using the principle of fre-
quency modulation (FM) spectroscopy [44]. The light passes
an electro-optic phase modulator (EOM, Thorlabs LN65-10-
P-A-A-BNL) driven at a modulation frequency of 12.5 MHz.
The modulated light then propagates through a fiber-coupled
gas cell (Wavelength References C2H2-12-H(16.5)-4-FCAPC),
filled with acetylene (12C2H2), which serves as the frequency
reference. Although a Doppler-free measurement of a saturated
acetylene absorption line would provide the narrowest refer-
ence [45], this also requires a gas pressure that is lower than
available for standard fiber-coupled reference cells. We used
a fiber-coupled gas cell with a path length of 16.5 cm and a
pressure of 4 Torr, that provides a narrow line of approximately
600 MHz width and 74% peak absorption, as predicted with a
HITRAN-based simulation [46]. The power transmitted through
the gas cell is measured using an amplified photodetector (Thor-
labs PDB450C). The detector signal is fed into a locking module
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(Toptica DigiLock 110), which demodulates the signal and pro-
vides feedback to the laser current using a proportional integral
differential (PID) controller.

To measure the long-term stability of the laser, 10% of the
laser output is directed to a Fitzeau-interferometer based wave-
length meter (HighFinesse Ångstrom WS Ultimate 30 IR). The
specified relative accuracy is 3 · 10−7 and the absolute accuracy
is 30 MHz, however, we suspect that the measurement accuracy
is well below this specification [47], [48]. The sampling time of
the wavelength meter was set automatically with typical sam-
pling times between 50 and 200 ms. To counteract the long-term
drift of the wavelength meter, it was calibrated every hour using
a reference diode laser stabilized to a Doppler-free rubidium
line (85Rb, D2, crossover F = 3 → F ′ = 3, 4) at 780.2 nm. For
increasing the accuracy also between calibrations, all measured
data points are corrected by assuming a linear drift of the
wavelength meter between these hourly calibration points.

To characterize the frequency stability of the free-running
laser, we first tuned the laser wavelength to 1531.5879 nm by
setting the heaters on the MRRs and the phase section accord-
ingly. This wavelength is at the P11 absorption line, to which
we later locked the laser. Fig. 6(a) shows, as the blue trace, the
recorded frequency deviations of the free-running laser over a
measurement time of 66 hours. We note that, if any mode hop had
occurred during that time, the laser’s frequency would deviate by
a discontinuous step at least ten times the 400 MHz vertical range
chosen for this plot. However, the trace remaining continuously
within the displayed vertical range proves that no mode hop
occurred for the entire duration of the measurement. This high
passive stability is obtained by the robust hybrid integration of
the diode amplifier with the feedback circuit and makes this laser
well suited for long-term frequency stabilization.

In free-running operation, the laser frequency drifts within a
frequency range of 352 MHz over three days. We found that the
frequency drift is strongly correlated with the variation in lab
temperature of 1.9 K over 24-hour intervals. This is expected,
as the waveguide effective index and therefore the effective
length of the laser cavity, are temperature dependent. Although
the temperature of the laser submount is stabilized by a TEC
controller, the local temperatures in the waveguide circuit can
vary due to lab temperature variations. The observed frequency
drift is of the same order of magnitude as described in [49] for a
similar laser with several different heater settings, which drifted
no more than 120 MHz in 90 minutes.

To counteract the drift, we lock the laser’s emission frequency
to the center of the acetylene absorption line by providing
feedback to the diode current. The recorded frequency deviations
for the stabilized laser are shown in red in Fig. 6(a) for a
recording time of over 5 days. It can be seen that the laser remains
locked to the absorption line over the 121-hour duration of the
measurement. The frequency deviations are within a range of
12 MHz, which is a great reduction of more than one order
of magnitude compared to the free running laser. The residual
variations in frequency displayed by the wavelength meter can
be partly addressed to the thermal sensitivity of the wavelength
meter [47], because we observe a remaining correlation with
room temperature.

Fig. 6. (a) Recorded emission frequency, relative to the initial value, of the
free-running laser over 65 hours (blue trace) and of the stabilized laser over
121 hours (red trace). A zoom-in of the stabilized laser’s relative frequency is
displayed in the inset. The frequency of the free-running laser does not show any
discontinuities, which confirms the absence of mode hops. The frequency drift
remains within a range of 352 MHz, which is small compared to the free spectral
range of the laser cavity. The frequency variations follow the 24-hour rhythm of
the room temperature. Frequency stabilization to an acetylene absorption line
greatly reduces the drift to a range of less than 12 MHz. (b) The overlapping Allan
deviation of the free-running laser, as shown with the blue trace, indicates a best
frequency stability of 5.7 · 10−10 for an averaging time of 0.15 seconds. Locking
the laser frequency to the acetylene absorption line, as shown in red, improves
the long-term stability, reaching a minimum of 2.0 · 10−10 over 1.2 seconds.

To further analyze the frequency stability on different time
scales, Fig. 6(b) displays the overlapping Allan deviation of
the frequency deviations of the free-running and the stabilized
laser. On short timescales below 0.1 s, we find that the measured
stability is only slightly improved. We suspect the limit here is
given by the wavelength meter, since [50] reports a measurement
of an ultra-stable laser using a higher resolution variant of the
wavelength meter used here, where only a slightly lower level of
stability is measured. Over longer averaging times, we observe
that the frequency of the locked laser is more stable than for
the free-running laser, since drifts over longer times can be very
well detected and corrected with this locking scheme. The best
frequency stability for the free-running laser is 5.7 · 10−10 over
an averaging time of 0.15 seconds. For the locked laser, the
frequency stability is improved on all timescales, reaching a
minimum of 2.0 · 10−10 over an averaging time of 1.2 seconds.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated the frequency stabilization of a widely-
tunable hybrid-integrated diode laser, both on short and long
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time scales. To provide a steep error signal for short-term sta-
bility, we used a fiber-based optical frequency discriminator
(OFD) as a reference. By locking the laser to the OFD, the
laser’s fractional frequency stability reaches a relative stability
of 1.5 · 10−12 over an averaging time of 0.5 ms. For absolute
long-term stability, we locked the laser frequency to an acetylene
absorption line, which limits the frequency deviations of the
laser to a range of less than 12 MHz over 5 days. To further
improve the frequency stability, one could use a Doppler-free
absorption line [45] which provides a steeper error signal than
the pressure-broadened acetylene line used here. Similarly to
the approach described in [51], the two references could also
be combined by stabilizing the laser to the OFD which in turn
could be stabilized to an acetylene absorption line to avoid
long-term drifts. As a next step, a fully integrated laser system
with reduced frequency noise or absolute stability could be
realized by combining a hybrid-integrated laser with an on-chip
reference, for example using a spiral resonator [28], [52], a
thermally-insensitive ring-resonator readout [53] or a full spec-
troscopic unit [54], [55].

Long-term stable, low-noise lasers in the telecom range are
of great importance for data transmission, where the carrier
frequency must comply to a predefined grid [49]. Such chip-
integrated lasers will also be of great interest for precision
metrology, optical clocks and quantum technology. Typically,
these applications require tuning and stabilizing a laser’s emis-
sion frequency to address particular atomic or molecular transi-
tions, many of them in the visible spectral region. Recently, the
wavelength coverage of widely-tunable chip-integrated lasers
has been greatly expanded. Heterogeneous integration of III-V
materials with Si3N4 waveguides has increased its wavelength
coverage from the telecom wavelength range toward the 1.0
μm range [56], [57]. On the other hand, hybrid integration
with Si3N4 and Al2O3 waveguides poses less restrictions on
material properties and fabrication technologies, which has en-
abled hybrid integrated ECDLs to enter also the visible spectral
range [58], [59], [60]. Such lasers, stabilized to according ref-
erences, e.g., to iodine, strontium and rubidium lines, will open
up new possibilities for advanced photonics circuits in terms of
portability, scalability and stability.
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